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It was a pleasant evening in spring 1818. Dr. Daniel
Drake sat at the desk in the parlor of his handsome house at Third
and Ludlow, just a block from where The Literary Club would be built
two years later. He turned up the lamp and began to look through the
mail that arrived earlier in the day.
Along with letters from
colleagues in Louisville and at Transylvania in Lexington, was a
curious circular that he read with some astonishment.
Light gives light, to light discover -- 'Ad Infinitum,'" it
began. It was dated at "St. Louis, Missouri Territory, North America,
April 10, A.D. 1818" and went on to say:
To all the world!
I declare the earth is hollow, and habitable
wi thin; containing a number of concentrick
spheres, one within the other, and that it is
open at the poles 12 or 16 degrees; I pledge my
life in support of this truth, and am ready to
explore the hollow, if the world will support
and aid me in the undertaking.
It was signed, "Jno Cleves Symmes of Ohio, Late Captain of
Infantry." And there was a postscript;
N.B. I have ready for the press, a treatise on
the principles of matter, wherein I show proofs
of the above positions, account for the various
phenomena, and disclose Doctor Darwin's
Golden Secret.
I ask
. one hundred brave companions , well
equlpped, to start from Siberia in the Fall
season, with reindeer and slays, on the ice of
the frozen sea; 1 engage we find warm and rich
la~d, st~cked with thrifty vegetables and
ammals If not men, on reaching one degree
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northward of latitude 82; we will return in the
succeeding spring. J .C.S.
"Egad! What is Symmes up to now!" thought Drake.
Who is this John Cleves Symmes? What makes him think
the Earth is not only hollow, but habitable on the inside?
Captain John Cleves Symmes was born November 5, 1780,
in Summit County, New Jersey. An ancestor, Zachariah Symmes,
five generations back, arrived in New England from Canterbury in
1634. The captain's uncle, also named John Cleves Symmes, and
called Judge Symmes to differentiate the two, was well known to
Daniel Drake. Judge Symmes died only four years before, in 1&14.
He once owned all the land hereabout -- everything between the two
Miami rivers from the Ohio north to beyond Lebanon. Drake recalled
that Judge Symmes was not as astute in handling his real estate as he
could have been and he certainly made a poor choice for his townsite,
at North Bend near the mouth of the Big Miami rather than up here,
opposite the Licking, but he would never have come up with this
hare-brained idea that the Earth was hollow.
Young Symmes worked at the family farm in his youth and
received the rudimentary common school education available at the
time.
He read the books he could get his hands on and was
particularly interested in mathematics, natural sciences and accounts
of exploration. In 1804, he enlisted in the army as an ensign for a
military sting that would last for twelve years. In due time he rose
to the rank of captain. During the War of 1812, he led his company
valiantly in the Battle of Lundy's Lane. In a sortie against the British
artillery surrounding Fort Erie, Symmes' company captured one of the
batteries and he spikeu the first cannon with his own hand. He was
officially cited for conspicuous bravery.
His early duty in the army was on the then western
frontier of the country, along the Mississippi. While at Fort Adams,
fifty miles below Natchez, an incident occurred that sheds some light
on his temperament and complex personality. He displayed a streak
of contentiousness that is important to explore in an attempt to
understand this strange man. It might help to explain his later
quixotic, dogged pursuit of his eccentric theory in the face of honest
constructive criticism, ridicule and derision. He fought a duel with
one of his fellow officers. In June 1807, he wrote details about it in a
long letter to his brother, Celadon, here in Cincinnati. He told
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Celadon that he subscribed to a French proverb he had read
indica ting that a man without enemies was no great thing. They are
a necessary stimulus to promote energy and perseverance. "I wished
for some and now have my wish and believe I shall profit thereby," he
said.
Trouble began in an altercation with Dr. Fowles, the
surgeon's mate.
Fowles insinuated that Symmes had acted
dishonorably when he gave Fowles a furlough with pay and then
insisted on having Fowles' pay because he (Symmes) had to care for
"the sick during Fowles' absence. Symmes denied the allegation and
demanded that Fowles either sign a certificate of apology or meet
him on the field of honor. Symmes egged Fowles until he got him to
sign a certificate. But that did not end the controversy. Symmes
went on to say, "Those junior officers, disappointed in the hope of
obtaining promotions by my resigning in fright, or getting killed by
the doctor, continued their nefarious cabals 'under the rose,' but I
smelt a rat, felt provoked and stru"tted with more confidence than
was usual for me at other times."
Symmes filed an official request to the commanding
general at the post for a court of inquiry to examine and make a
judgment of his conduct. The general, occupied with the business of
his command and probably failing to see any merit to be gained,
neglected to convene the court.
Next development in the affair was a confrontation with
Lieutenant Marshall, the adjutant.
An argument ensued when
Symmes asked to examine some records that Marshall felt he had no
right to see. One caustic remark led to another. Symmes wrote:
A t this time our passions were raised.
quelled mine and told Marshall point blank
that I didn't want to know what other people
thought of me; but whether he himself said 1
was not a gentleman? He answered, Yes and
that he did not consider me one. Let us go out
and take a shot (said Symmes, and he was not
talking about a shot of bourbon). Marshall
declined, alleging that he did not consider me
on a gentlemanly footing with him, alluding to
what Dr. Fowles had said of me.
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Marshall refused a second invitation to a duel
for the same reason but said he would fight me
after the court of inquiry should acquit me. I
consented to the proposition, provided it could
not take place sooner.
The next day I
determined what to do -- to fall in with Mr.
Marshall when he had his sword on, and wring
his nose. I didn't get an opportunity until after
parade was dismissed, when walking to the
barracks. I overtook him and requested to
speak to him.
He turned to me.
I
accomplished my intention (with his nose) and
bringing my hand on the hilt of my sword said,
"Draw and defend yourself!" He did not draw
but stepped toward me (to grapple, as I
expected, for he is a large man). I held my
sword horizontally and told him again to draw
and defend himself. He, after an exclamation
of surprise, made for his quarters and
beckoned me to follow. He told me he would
meet me on the field and proposed that our
seconds should convene as soon as possible. I
consented and glided to my quarters like a
man intoxicated with pleasurable passion. One
of my messmates thought I had been drinking
wine. Lieutenant Clymer immediately became
my second.
He talked with Marshall and
agreed that we should meet on the commons
at daylight next morning.
After all the psychological warfare that had preceded it,
the actual duel next morning was almost an anticlimax. Seconds and
a surgeon were on hand. The antagonists, at a distance of ten paces,
stood sideways to present the smallest target. "Are you ready?"
shouted Lieutenant Clymer.
"Yes," they both replied.
"Fire!"
Symmes got off the first round and hit Marshall in the thigh. Symmes
himself would have been missed completely if he had assumed the
proper duelling stance and had his left hand on his hip. Marshall's
shot pierced the seat of his pants and shirt tall and struck the wrist
of his carelessly dangling left arm. Both men eventually recovered
though they bore the effects of their wounds for the rest of their
lives. Marshall walked with a painful limp and Symmes' wrist was
always stiff and a little awry. Strangely enough, they later became
friends and spoke of the duel with regret.
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A year and a half after the duel, Chr.istmas day 180~,
Symmes married Mrs. Mary Anne Lockw.ood, wIdow of Captam
Benjamin Lockwood, at Fort Adams. He dIsplayed another facet ~f
his character in this marriage. He brought up and educated the SiX
Lockwood children as his own family. They were sincerely attached
to him and grew up in harmony with the four additional children he
and Mary Anne eventually had -- a daughter and three sons with
rather striking names -- Americus, Lousiana, William Henry Harrison
and, to further confuse future historians, a third John Cleves
Symmes. Captain Lockwood, when he died, owned a section of land
in Brown County, Ohio, on which Captain Symmes regularly paid the
taxes, often to the neglect of his own. He turned it over to the
Lockwood children, free and unencumbered, when they reached
maturity. .One of his own tracts, four thousand acres in Licking
County, OhlO, that would have been a fortune for his own children
was forfeited because of his inability to keep the taxes current.
'
After Sy~mes retired ~rom the army in 1816, he moved
.
.
hiS f~mllr to St. LOUIS where he trIed his hand at business. Under a
spec~al lIcense. from Governor Clark of the Missouri Territory, he
furnIshed supplJes to troops stationed on the upper Miss' . .
d
traded with the Fox Indians.
ISS1PPl an
. While at St. Louis, he began formulating his Theory of
. t f
O
obsesslOn. What sparked his interest in this stra~ge pur~uftO~~ n t
recorded. He h~d no formal education beyond the rural one-roo~
~~~~~n S.t. LOUIS, at that time, was a rough outpost in the vast
t
wIlderness. Except for Transylvania at Lexington and Miami
a Oxfo:d, colleges were practically nonexistent w~st of the
A He ghenles.

Conce~ltrJc Spheres that was to dominate his life to th

Obviously Symmes had an inquiring mind, a thirst for
knowledge and had done whatever reading he could over the years
haphazard as it must have been for a soldier in the field in those
rugged days. He was familiar with Cook's Voyages and the writings
of some other early explorers. He read at least smatterings of
Newton's Laws of Gravity and Motion and parts of Darwin's writings.
Apparently he had access to Rees' Cyclopedia and saw articles in
newspapers and journals he chanced upon. Newspapers were quite
different in those days, had few advertisements, little of the
sensational, so-called news we have today; but would include
fult-length, verbati.m lectures, speeches and debates, literature and
other material of soUd substance. F\ regular subscriber could acquire
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a fairly decent armchair liberal education in a few years. Symmes
was a careful observer of the weather, the habits of birds and animals
and other natural phenomena. He lived in an age of individualism and
self-sufficiency. He had a strong, fundamental belief in a wise and
provident Creator.
Somehow, and in a rather disorganized way, Symmes
sewed together a patchwork of the gleanings from these ideas and
experiences to which his mind was exposed, and hatched the theory.
As he thought about it and gathered new bits of evidence, valid or
not, that supported his concept, the theory evolved and grew. What
at first was possible in his mind soon became probable and eventually
became iron-bound truth that he would fight to defend to the bitter
end.
By April 1818, Symmes was ready to announce his theory
to the world. He printed a quantity of his first of several circulars.
He addressed a copy not only to Daniel Drake in Cincinnati, but to
other distinguished individuals he knew of throughout the United
States, to every learned institution and to every town or village of
any consequence and even to several scholarly societies in Europe.
Andy Anderson has one of the originals in his rare book room at the
library addressed to the Honorable Ebenezer Huntington, mem ber of
Congress, who lived at Hartford, Connecticut.
The clearest presentation of Symmes' the ory was
published in Cincinnati in 1826. The author, listed on the title page
simply as "A Citizen of the United States," was James McBride
0788-1859}. McBride, whose endorsement of the theory gives it
more credibility than it possibly deserved, was a man of unquestioned
integrity in the community. His library of at least six thousand
volumes was one of the largest and finest in the West. He was one of
the commissioners for building the Miami and Erie Canal. He was a
trustee, and for a number of years untll his death, president of the
Board of Miami University. He produced the earliest accurate and
detailed map of Butler County. He wrote with a facile pen and
published significantly on biography, archaeology and history of the
area. He describes Symmes, who was forty-six years old at the time,
as
A man of middle stature and tolerably
proportioned, with scarcely anything in. his
exterior to characterize the secret operations
of his mind, except an abstraction - - and the
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glances of a bright blue eye that often seems
fixed
on
something
beyond
immediate
surrounding objects. His head is round and his
face rather small and oval.
His voice is
somewhat nasal, and he speaks hesitatingly
and with apparent labor.
His manners are
plain and remarkable for native sim pHci ty.
A t least two portrait drawings of Captain Symmes exist
-- the wood engraving that appears at the frontispiece of a pamphlet
published by Americus Symmes 1n 1875, and a pencil sketch by John
James Audubon drawn in 1820 for the Western Museum in Cincinnati
and now in the collection of the New York Historical Society.
'
McBride writes of the theory with prudent reservation and
disclaims scientific ability to pass on it. Realizing that by 1826
Symmes had encountered much abuse and ridicule, he invite s
c riticism, but asks anyone who disagrees to provide other rational
explanation of the facts advanced. On the title page, McBride
includes two very appropriate quotations that provide an index of his
broad familiarity with literature and set the tone of his subtle and
sensitive treatment of the theory. The first from Shakespeare:
There are more things in heaven and Earth,
Horatio, than are dreamt of in your
philosophy.
The second from Milton:

If this man be erroneous, who appears to be so
sanguine and persevering in his opinions, what
withholds us but our sloth, our self-will, and
distrust in the right cause, that we do not give
him gentle meetings and a gentle dismission;
lhat we debate not and examine the ~atter
thoroughly, with liberal and frequent audlen~e;
if not for his sake, yet for our o~n? Seel~g
that no man who hath tasted learnmg, but wlll
confess the many ways of profit~ng by those,
who, not content with stale recel~t~, ar~ able
to manage and set forth new posltlOns Ln the
world. And were they but as the dust ~nd
cinders at our feet, so long as in that not1On,
they may yet serve to polish and brighten the
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armory of truth; even for that respect they
are not utterly to be cast away.
In a sort of prologue, McBride argues that, although much
has been learned about it since ages past, a large portion of the Earth
was completely unknown. Certainly no one had gotten even near the
north or south poles. The ancients were of the opinion that the Earth
was a flat plane at rest, held in place by some unknown support,
bounded on all sides by an impassable barrier and covered by the blue
canopy of heaven in which the sun and moon and stars went through
their dally motions solely for the benefit of the few frail mortals on
Earth. Each morning the sun rose from the eastern sea and at night
plunged into the western ocean. The stars were lighted at night by
some benevolent diety and turned off again when the sun reappeared
next morning. This was a perfectly satisfactory explanation for
several thousand years. Then some of the Babylonians adopted the
idea that the Earth was spherical, revolving at regular intervals
around the sun.
Their idea was taken up by Pythagoras and
Copernicus, but they had relatively few followers.
When less than four hundred years ago, Galileo developed
and refined his thoughts on the form and nature of the universe,
which we accept as true today, an ignorant and bigoted world was
alarmed by his opinions. He was accused of heresy and thrown into
prison. When Columbus advanced his theory of reaching the east by
sailing west, he was ridiculed by nearly all of the intelligent people of
Europe. Many of the discoveries of the great Isaac Newton, at the
time he first announced them to the world, were denounced as "the
splendid visions of a mad man." Subsequent generations have done
him justice.
McBride went on to say:
When I reflect on the unkind treatment which
Captain Symmes and his new theory have
received in our own day, I cannot help feeling
that we are still, in some degree, under the
influence ot the same feelings and prejudices
which brought the earlier philosophers to
torture and prison. So let us not turn our
backs and give a deaf ear to him, or to the
discoveries of any other man merely because
they are new. True it is, novelty is frequently
dangerous and hurtful, but without it we
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should stlll remain de sti t ute of many of the
greatest advantages we enjoy.
In James McBride, Symmes was blessed with a strong and
benevolent advocate. In addition to his writings and moral support,
McBride is reputed to have made for Symmes a handsome globe
showing the openings at the poles to use as a visual demonstration of
the theory in his lectures. It is now preserved at the Academy of
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.
And now to the basics of John Cleves Symmes' Theory of
Concentric Spheres which I shall attempt to glean from McBride's
detailed presentation. Symmes believe d that not only the Earth but
all the celestial bodies from the greate st sun to the smallest blazing
meteor are all constituted in a greater or less degree of a collection
of spheres, more or less hollow and concentric with each other and
more or less open at the poles. Ev ery portion of infinite space,
except that occupied by the spheres themselves, is filled with an
aerial elastic fluid, more subtle than common atmospheric air and
consti tuted of innumerable microscopic concentric spheres. These
tiny spheres constantly press on each other causing a universal
pressure.
This force Symmes consi dered an addition to and a
refinement of Newton's concept of gravity.
Chaotic matter thrown into rotation, as our Earth began,
forms itself into concentric spheres. Centrifugal force tends to
throw it away from the axis of ro ation and gravity tends to hold it
together. The matter thus projec ed accumulates into a spherical
mass at the points of equilibrium be tween centrifugal force and
gravi ty. It is held at a constant distance from the axis on which it
turns. It assumes the form of a hollow sphere rather than a solid one.
It follows further that if the ma ter is thrown perpendicularly from
the axis, the resultant hollow sphere would be open at the axis ends
or poles. Symmes also believed that because of the varying specific
gravities of the constituents of the original chaotic mass, there might
be not only one hollow sphere in each case, but multiple hollow
spheres, within and concentric with ~ach other.
Th~ Earth in
Symmes' mind consists of a nest of flve related but mdependent
concentric spheres.
To support his theory of hollow spheres, Symmes ~ited a
number of observations.
!\ fam iliar, simple demonstration of
centrilugal force is made when a bucket of water is whirled around ~t
arm's length without spilling a drop.
Or observe a mechanlc
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sharpening cutlery on a large rotating grindstone. If a portion of
water is poured on the perpendicular side while the stone is turning it
does not settle around the crank or axis nor does the gravity of the
Earth draw it from the surface. It forms itself on the side of the
stone into something resembling concentric circles, one within the
other. Another sim pIe experiment might also be made to illustrate
that a disposition to concentric spheres does exist in nature. On a
piece of paper sift a quantity of fine iron filings. Then place a
magnet under the paper. Observe that the attractive power of the
megnet causes the filings to arrange themselves into various
concentric circles, nearly regular and equidistant from each other.
Why should this conformation take place rather than that the filings
should be accumulated into one mass?
There are a variety of conjectures on the cause and origin
of fireballs or meteors. In Symmes' opinion they are formed, isolated
in space, by spontaneous accumulation of matter, at first in a fluid
state, which afterwards solidifies by heat and motion. In a number of
instances when fragments were recovered, they were found to consist
of pieces, some with convex, others with concave, surfaces -affording certain proof that before their collision with the Earth they
were hollow spheres. Symmes cited the journal paper of Professor
Silliman of Yale College who reported on the landing of a meteor in
Connecticut in 1807. When the fireball crashed to Earth, it produced
three distinct reports, like a cannon. Three showers of stones fell to
Earth in line with its course. Some of the fragments were found to
be convex, others concave. On January 16, 1818, in Florida, near
Mobile Bay, another fireball burst with considerable report.
Immediately before the explosion it was observed to project a cone of
fire from each pole, horizontally and at right angles with its course.
Its bursting like a bombshell indicated that it must hav~ been hollow;
and the two cones of light which appeared showed that It was open at
the poles.
Symmes further reasons by analo,gy t,o the other planets ~f
the solar system. Saturn has his concentric ri~~s. ,Does no,;: theIr
existence demonstrate the principle of concentrlcity ,m nature. Mars
exhibits concentric circles at the poles, alternately 11ght and dark ~
unquestionably the verges and intervening spaces o,f the concentnc
spheres on that planet. While Jupiter never shows hls poles to us, he
displays four belts alternately light and dark. What can, they be but
the shadows cast on the spaces between the polar opemngs of each
sphere and the adjoining one? The sun's poles are never seen but the
spots on the sun may be accounted for as fractures of the outer crust
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through which the inner sphere shines less brilliantly. How else can
we account for these things? On what other theory is it possible to
explain the belts of Jupiter, the circles of Mars or the rings of
Saturn?
McBride strengthens Symmes' theory by mentioning an
interesting hypothesis of Dr. Edmund Halley (1656-1742), discoverer
of the comet bearing his name that is just now approaching Earth on
schedule after an absence of seventy-six years. In 1692, Halley, in an
attempt to explain the observed variation in the compass needle,
advanced the idea that there is an interior globe inside the Earth
separated from the exterior sphere by a fluid medium, that the
concave surfaces are made up of magnetic matter and that the
rotational velocity of the outer sphere may be a little slower or
faster than that of the inner globe, thus accounting for variation in
the net magnetic field. Before Halley, German astronomer, Johannes
Kepler (1571-1630), supposed the Earth may be made up of several
crusts or shells one within the other.
After Halley, Swiss
mathematician, Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), embraced Halley's idea
for an explanation of the erratic compass needle. So, there were
world-renowned scientists who in varying degrees subscribed to the
idea of hollow and concentric spheres, but none of them, in his
thinking, provided openings at the poles or access to the interior.
Symmes also points to the economy he finds in nature.
She uses hollow materials wherever they serve her purpose as well as
solid. Are not the stalk of grain, the quill of the feather, the bone of
the bird or animal, even each hair of the head, hollow? To those who
see somethign sacrilegeous in this seeming undermining of the quality
of creation, McBride writes:
I cannot discover anything derogatory from
His infinite power, wisdom and divine
economy, in the format ion of a hollow world
of concentric spheres any more than that of
solid ones. 1 should rather be of the opinion
that a construction of all the orbs in creation
on a plan corresponding with Symmes' the.ory
would display the highest degree of perfectlOn,
wisdom and goodness, the most perfect system
of creative economy -- and, as Dr. Mltchell
expresses it, itA great saving of stuff."
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Symmes claimed the opening at the North Pole to be
about two thousand miles in diameter and that at the South Pole
somewhat larger. The outer spherical crust is about one thousand
miles thick. This rim, or verge, is so wide and its curvature so
gradual that a voyager might sail from the outer side of the Earth
over the broad rim and a great distance into the inner side before
becoming aware of the fact. The openings at the poles are not cut
off parallel to the plane of the equator, but at an angle of about
twelve degrees from that plane. The highest point of the northern
rim Is in an area north of Lapland, the lowest somewhere in Alaska.
Meridians of latitude, when they reach the verge, wind around the
rim and converge at the highest pOint.
The verge is the region of magnetic attraction rather than
the position of the pole under the North Star. This explains why a
traveler in the far north finds that his compass forsakes Polaris and
varies so that, at times, the needle turns nearly around. Captain
Ross, on a voyage in Baffin's Bay, found the needle off as much as
one hundred ten degrees.
Along the verge is also the region of highest tides. This is
caused apparently by the combined simultaneous rise of the tides of
the outer and inner oceans. Witness the extremely high t ides in
Labrador and the thunderous bore tide encountered by Captain Cook
at Turnagain Arm off Cook's Inlet in Alaska. The rim, too, is the
zone of ice and snow, that seemingly impassable Arctic belt beyond
which men imagine all to be frozen waste. Symmes felt this icy band
was the relatively narrow circular boundary guarding a lush and
temperate area at the polar ends of the Earth.
To prove his
contention, he recited facts he had learned from reports of fishermen
and travelers in the far north. Whalers and men who fished the
northern seas spoke of great schools of whales, mackerel and of
herring "big as the isle of Great Britain" that come down from the
Arctic seas in the spring each year. These fish are then in their
fattest, best condition. From this we can conclude that in the far
north beyond the icy ring where these fish spend the winter, they find
warm waters that support abundant food for them.
In Rees' Cyclopedia, it is stated in the article on
"Hudson's Bay" that reindeer are seen in March and April coming
down from the north in herds of eight or ten thousand. In October
they migrate north again. Hearne, who traveled far to the north and
northwest in the American continent, mentions in his journal much
the same sort of animal migration of seals, polar bear and musk oxen.
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In the papers of the Honorable D. Barrington and Colonel Beaufoy on
the possibility of approaching the North uld display the highest
degree of perfection, wisdom and goodness, the most perfect system
of creative economy -- and, as Dr. Mitchell expresses it, "a great
saving of stuff."
Symmes claimed the opening at the north pole to be about
two thousand miles in diameter and that at the south pole somewhat
larger.
The outer spherical crust is about one thousand miles
thicPole, read before the Royal Society in London in 1824, a number
of instances are cited of finding the sea clear of ice and wi th
moderate weather at latitudes of eighty-two, eighty-three and even
eighty-four degrees. Beaufoy informs us that beyond the latitude of
seventy-five degrees, the north winds are frequently warm in winter.
It has long been observed that climate varies considerably on the
same parallel of latitude. New York at forty degrees north latitude
1s colder than London in the winter which is fifty-five degrees, and
the plains of Missouri at forty degrees north are much colder than the
city of New York. New fallen trees have been seen floating from the
north and various kinds of timber, some species unknown, are
frequently found lodged on the northern shores of Norway, having
drifted from some region farther north. Trees have been found
floating in the ocean at latitude eighty degrees when no timber is
known to grow north of seventy-five degrees. Seeds of tropical
plants and others unknown to botanists have been found drifted on the
northern coast of Norway and reported in Darwin'S "Botanic Garden."
Another point in Symmes' theory is wha~ he c~lls "Mid
Plane Space." It is a cavity ~r interior. layer sandWiched 1Oto each
sphere and filled with a very 11ght, elastiC sub~tance of the nature of
hydrogen gas. This mid-plane space tends to glve the sphere a d~gree
of lightness and buoyancy. Gas escaping from these spaces 1S no
doubt the cause of earthquakes and the fuel for volcanoes.
Each of the various spheres is warmed and ligh~ed and
. h b·t d on both the inner and outer surfaces. Symmes. glveS ~n
10 a l e .
. d.
r ht and heat. The openmg at t e
ingenious solutIOn for provi ~ng .~g .n diameter canted at twelve
North Pole is two thousan mi es 1 t
With the sun over the
lane
of
the
equa
or.
.
t\
f
degrees rom 1e P
f · hteen degrees on the lnner
equator, its rays would fall as ar as. eig With the sun at the Tropic
surface, on the high si?e of the opeOln~'ate to forty-one and a half
of Cancer, di.rect sunhght would p~neg is greater and wi.th the added
degrees Si.nce the South pote openm.
f th~ sun's rays passi.ng
•
.
. ded by refractlOo 0
solar penetratlOn provl
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through the dense polar atmosphere, the net twilight zone at the
interior equator is only about fifteen degrees. Direct sunlight is
hardly necessary, however, because the inside would be illuminated
with a soft, adequate light by reflection from the interior surfaces.
There is another intriguing facet of Captain Symmes'
career. In 1820, he published a fanciful, science-fiction novel called
Symzonia. It antedates Jules Verne's Journey to the Center of the
Earth by forty-four years. Symmes wrote under the pseudonym,
Captain Adam Seaborn. It provides a romantic, third-person vehicle
for Symmes to elaborate some of his notions. While the voyage and
the discovery of the Symzonians and the Belzubians inside the Earth
are fantasy, the geography and natural phenomena encountered are
based entirely on Symmes' theory which in his mind was solid truth.
The frontispiece is a sectional view of the Earth with openings at
both poles and showing an interior sphere and detailed diagrams of
the illuminating rays of the sun and moon. In the preface he says:
the author has any professional vanity,
arising from his enterprises on the sea, it does
not tempt him to conceal that, in the
achievement here recorded, he availed himself
of all the lights and facilities afforded by the
sublime theory of an internal world published
by Captain John Cleves Symmes.

If

Seaborn built a staunch ship of four hundred tons with a
sturdy, double hull capable of withstanding severe gales, impetuous
tides and the violent winds to be expected in polar seas. Explorer, as
he called her, was equipped with masts and a full set of sail and also
a steam engine. Paddle wheels were arranged ingeniously on e~ch
side at an oblique angle to avoid the difficulties enc?unte,red w,lth
upright wheels in heavy seas. He signed on a crew of fIfty, I,ncludmg
engineers, carpenters, blacksmiths and coopers, as well as thIrty-two
seamen. Ostensibly the voyage was to hunt for seal. Explorer
carried provisions and fuel to last for three years. There ,were all
sorts of nautical instruments, chronometers and an ample hbra~y of
books, most important of which were Symmes' memoirs and printed
lectures.
Setting
erfection. With
P
cruised at twelve
sixteen knots with

out on
steam
knots,
steam

August 17, 1817, the Explorer performed to
alone and her oblique paddle wheels, she
d hushed she could scud along at
an w en p
h t all at Rio de
and sail. There was a s or c
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~anerio f?r. fresh v~getables, whic h S e a.b~r.n insisted upon, mentioning
the pernlclOus habits com~on amon ~ CIVIlized men of trying to make
food more palatable by sklllful ad mixt ure of poisons." (In an aside I
shou.l~ mention that ~ym~es was. f.a r ahead of his time on go~d
nutntIOn and natural dIet In recog nlz mg the dangers of food addi ti ves
one hundred sixty years ago. He also lectured in Hamilton in 1823,
pleading the case for rainwater instea d of wellwater for drinking and
culinary purposes.)
The Explorer continued south, sighting floating ice at
latitude sixty-eight degrees thi rty min utes. On November 5, the y
reached seve nty-eight degrees ten minutes south with cold, raw,
disagreeable weather.
When third mate, Mr. Slim, afra id the
expedition would meet disaster in the ice, threate ned mutiny,
Sea born lectured the crew righ t out of Symmes' theory to rea ssure
them that more moderate weat her lay ahead. They had re ached the
"icy hoop" -- beyond will be bal my wea ther and plenty of seals for a
cargo of skins. Fortunately an opening in the icy hoop was found and
a land mass appeared through the mis t. The Explorer dropped a nc hor
in ten fa thorns of water. Captain Seaborn went to his cabin for a
well-earned rest. Awakened by a concerned Mr. Boneto, first mate,
a few hours later, Seaborn was startled when he came on deck to see
the land, low lying when he turned in, now looming high over the ship.
Half hour later, the Explorer was stran ded high and dry. For the first
time, Seaborn was alarmed, and then he recalled what Symm e s had
said about high tides around the verge . A tide of seventy or eighty
feet must return in a bore of prodigious violence. Afraid the flood
tide might wreck the ship as she lay aground, he ordered the anchors
hoisted in and everything mobile, including the men themselves, to be
lashed securely. Luckily, the stream of the ebb tide had left them
exac tly stern to the flood. When the ra ging bore tide returned, the
forty-foot wall of water cam e somewhat faster at the bottom than
the top, lifting the ship as it cascaded over the stern. With skillful
backing of the paddle wheels to avoid colliding with the shore, the
Explorer finally came to rest wit h no dam age at all. Everyone aboard
was gratefully relieved. At the insistence of the crew, they named
this place "Seaborn's Land" and claimed it for the United Sta tes with
due ceremony and a suitable marke r .
Leaving a c rew wit h a co uple of whale boat s and
prov isions to harvest the abundant crop of seal skins, the Explorer
saile d on, skirting land with dense fores t s and strange animals. By
now the compass was of no use. The nee dle pointed some tim e s one
way, so me t imes another, changing it s position every five minutes.
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Seaborn pacified his alarmed officers by assu:ing th~m that he could
calculate every point of the compass as if the lnstrument were
working as it should. He had three good chronometers aboard -- set
at Washington, Greenwich and Rio times -- and a sextant for
observing the sun and stars. Explorer continued due south under
steam and canvas at sixteen knots. The weather was as warm as
Seaborn had ever known it at sea. Seaborn realized, though he kept it
from his men, that Explorer had rounded the rim or verge and without
changing course was now headed due north on the internal sea. After
three or four days of steady sailing, a strange vessel was sighted, and
then , just as the sun was setting, the lookout at the masthead called
out, "Land Ho!" The soft reflected light was sufficient to allow
Ex plorer to move cautiously in toward shore, ready to run into the
nearest harbor at daybreak. With his night glass, Seaborn could
discern buildings and moving objects on shore, assuring him that the
land was inhabited.
Listen to Symmes talking through the mouth of Captain
Seaborn on the eve of the great discovery:
I walked the deck with impatient yet pleasing
anxiety. I was about to reach the goal of all
my wishes, to unfold to the vain mortals of the
external worlds, new causes for admiration at
the infinite diversity and excellence of the
works of an inscrutable Diety. My imagination
became fired with enthusiasm , my heart
elated with pride. I was about to secure to my
name a conspicuous and imperishable place on
the tablets of history, and a niche of the first
order in the temple of fame. I moved like one
who trod on air; for whose achievements had
equaled mine? The voyage of Columbus was
but an excursion on a fish pond, and his
discoveries, compared with mine, were but
trifles. At noon on the 24th of December , we
anchored in 14 fathoms of water on a fine
sandy bottom . This land, out of gratitude to
Captain Symmes for his sublime theory, I
immediately named Symzonia."
Only the points of the novel, Symzonia, relating to
Symmes' theory are relevant to this paper, but the details of the tale
and the account of the Symzonians and their remarkably
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well-ordered, trouble-free
science-fiction story.
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Let us turn back now to 1818. Symmes had mailed his
first of several circulars on April 10 and followed it with a few short
newspaper articles. Discouraged wi th the trading business, he moved
his family from Missouri Territory in late 1818 and settled in
Newport, Kentucky. He made Cincinnati the base of his operations.
He devoted full time to preaching his doctrine and suffered serious
pecuniary difficulty as a result.
He wrote, he lectured, he petitioned Congress and the
legislature to support an expedition to demonstrate his ideas. In
1820, he made the first of several lecture tours. He spoke in
Cincinnati, Lexington, Frankfort, Hamilton, Zanesville and other
nearby cities. As a lecturer he was hardly an outstanding success.
McBride, who heard him several times, said his delivery was poor and
his subject matter somewhat disorganized and dry.
But his
earnestness and the novelty of his subject attracted attentive
audiences wherever he spOke. He delivered a series of lectures at
Union College to the faculty and students. He then went farther
afield to talk in Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Maine and even into
Canada. The going was tough. Funds were so scarce that in New
York he was jailed for three days for a small debt to a landlord.
A running debate on the theory and Symmes' activities is
recorded in the newspapers of the day. He lectured at the Vine
Street Church on February 21, 1824. Interest was such that a
committee was appointed after the lecture to consider the merit of
Symmes' argument. The committee report appeared in the Gazette
of J ul y 10 as follows:
A numerous and respectable meeting of the
citizens of Cincinnati assembled at the Globe
Theater to take into consideration the theory
of concentric spheres supported by John
Cleves Symmes, Esq. -- On motion after some
general discussion it was unanimously,
Resolved:
That we recommend
Symmes' theory of the Earth to the
attention of the people of the
United States; and that each of the
edi tors of the newspapers in this
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city be requested by the chairman
of this meeting to insert these
proceedings in their columns.
Luman Watson, Sec'y
Alexander McGrew, Chaiman
Shortly after Symmes' lecture at the Vine Street Church,
T. J. Matthews gave a well-organized lecture at the Western
Museum, rather effectively questioning a number of Symmes' ideas.
Symmes replied with a "card" in the Gazette which said:
Captain Symmes gives notice that he intends
to reply to Mr. Matthews as soon as
practicable. He gives Mr. M. credit for much
ingenui ty in his support of the old theory and
for sufficient candor in illustrating the
supposed errors of the new; tho' on a few
occasions he appears to have misconceived the
views exhibited in Captain Symmes' lectures.
In January 1823, Representative J. T. Johnson, of
Kentucky, presented a petition to Congress asking for federal
recognition of Symmes and aid to outfit an expedition to prove his
theory. The bill was referred to the committees on foreign relations
and commerce but was voted to be tabled, and died. Other petitions
were showered on COllgress from other parts of the country -- from
Charleston, South Carolina; Greenville, Ohio; and Huntington,
Pennsylvania, to name a few. Senator Benjamin Ruggles of Ohio
presented a similar petition in the Senate. All met with the same
disheartening result. Lack of acceptance of his theory did not seem
to bother Symmes particularly. He felt that it bespoke the true
grea tness of an idea if it appeared absurd to contemporaries
encountering it for the first time.
Despite all the philosophical and journalistic harangue,
more than a few people throughout the country agreed with Symmes,
notably James McBride, Bellamy Storer and Luman Watson among the
contingent in Cincinnati. Robert Dale Owen, the founder of the New
Harmony colony, stopped in Cincinnati on the way down river and
wrote in his journal on July 17,1826,
In the evening heard Capt. Symmes lecture on
his new theory of the Earth.
His theory
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appears plausible, and the great collection of
facts he brings to bear upon it evinces his
industry and I think considerable talent and
penetration.
The matter appears to me
worthy of investigation as the subject of an
expedi tion.
Eber J. Bel1, Secretary of the American Philosophical
Society, wrote to Symmes on July 19, 1821, that "madness had always
been imputed to the first philosophers and that he was a jealous but
feebJe advocate" of Symmes' theory.
There were other people who, though not fully convinced
would like to see the idea put to a practical test. In 1824, a benefi~
to support a polar expedition was staged at the Cincinnati Theater.
In addition to the performance of the play, "Revenge," an original
poem by Moses Brooks was recited by a Mr. Collins. It ended with
the resounding stanza:
Has not Columbia one aspiring son
By whom the unfading laurel may be won?
Yes! History's pen may yet inscribe the name
Of Symmes to grace her future roll of fame.
On February 28, 1824, a notice appeared in the Gazette
under the heading, "Symzonian." The writer did not reveal his name
but said: "My country is that part of the concave surface of the
sphere lately discovered by Captain Symmes." He was sent by the
Symzonians to disuade Symmes from coming back to their land.
Learning of the "Externals'" penchant for war, dishonest politics and
shabby treatment of the Indians, they might contaminate the happy,
serene society of the "Internals."
He said, however, that since
arriving here, he is no longer worried since he finds as much
indifference to the funding of Symmes' expedition as the projected
trip to the moon supposedly fitting out at Lexington, Kentucky, and
the proposed passage to Sym zonia by digging a hole in the vicinity of
Zanesville.
A round for Symmes was the publication of a pamphlet
entitled:
"A Treatise on Natural Philosophy in Vindication of
Symmes's Theory of the Earth Being a Hollow Sphere," by an adherent
from Eaton, Ohio, Alexander Mitchell.
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Then there was a letter to the editor of the Literary
Gazette signed "X." It read in part:
I allude to the flood of new light which burst

upon us on Wednesday evening last week on
hearing Mr. J. Sim's (sic) lecture.
What
appeared most remarkable to me wa~ the
superlative modesty with which the heresles of
those weak-m inded men, Sir Isaac Newton and
his followers were overthrown, also the
uselessness of mathematics. There can be no
doubt that all the nonsensical trash of this
kind will be discarded from our schools and
leave us time to devote our attention to more
important matters
such as making
experiments on moonshine -- an article that
has been long and extensively used in this
country. I trust that the publication of this
new theory will not be long delayed, since it
would be very selfish to confine such a
treasure within the narrow precincts of
Cincinna tie
Most of the learned societies and city magistrates in
Europe -- France, Germany, Great Britain, Denmark -- that received
his circulars treated Symmes' ideas as a hoax rather than believe that
any sane man could issue such circulars or uphold such a theory. But
there was one exception. An item in the Niles Register of June 4,
1825, reported as follows:
John C. Symmes, our countryman who has
resolved that the Earth is hollow and
populated, has accepted an offer of the
Emperor of Russia, through Count Romanzoff,
to make a polar expedition under the
patronage of the "Deliverer" who doesn't have
enough land above ground to satisfy his
ambition.
Unfortunately, because of faUing health and lack of funds to get to
Russia, Symmes had to forego this one opportunity to test his theory
in the field.
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By now Captain Symmes was losing more ground than he
gained. His financial situation went from bad to worse. His health
deteriorated.
He died before reaching fifty, more from sheer
exhaustion than anything else. On May 24, 1829, he was buried with
military honors in the old graveyard in Hamilton, where he had gone
to live out his last few years on land given to him by his uncle, Judge
Symmes. His son, Americus, erected a tombstone over his grave
surmounted by a globe open at the poles.
But Symmes' theory lingered on. Americus Symmes, one
of his father's most loyal adherents, still convinced, wrote a letter to
the editor of the Cincinnati Commercial on March 27, 1875,
forty-five years after his father's death. He wrote in part:
The result of Captain Hall's explorations in the
north, published recently by the Secretary of
the Navy has led me to look over a flour barrel
ful) of my father's old theory papers that I
have been preserving. In find on comparison
that Capt. Hall's actual discoveries in the
extreme north prove "Symmes Theory" to be
true to the letter. I think in justice to his
intense study for the last ten years of his life
upon their theory and in consideration of his
mill tary service and his being also a Cincinnati
man, that some of you editors ought to bring
his memory to the front and let the world
know that such a man and such a theory
belonged to your city and state.
The struggle is over for Captain Symmes. We fly over the
poles every day. There are no openings in the icy waters. But the
groping search to know the cosmos follows on in Symmes' footsteps.
We have been to the moon and deep into outer space, but we still do
not have all the answers. Just last Thursday in the Enquirer you read
an account of new theories being advanced.
A new fundamental force is being added to gravity,
electromagnetism and subatomic forces to explain things in nature.
Ephraim Fischbach, of Purdue University, calls it "Hypercharge." In
a perfect vacuum, Fischbach claims that because of Hypercharge, a
feather would fall faster than a chunk of lead. Come now. We all
know from high school physics that in a perfect vacuum with no
fri c tion the feather and the lead land at exactly the same time. And
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on the same page, Jeramiah Ostriker, of Princeton, and Lennox
CowIe of Johns Hopkins, advance another new theory. In a report to
the an~ual meeting of the American Astronomical Society in Houston
just last Tuesday they said, "Our data suggest that the universe is full
of huge bubbles!" What are bubbles but hollow spheres? Captain
Symmes would be pleased and hopefully is now at rest. Perhaps he
deserved better treatment than he received.
All we have to remind us of this proud, driven, frustrated
man are a few of his papers at the Cincinnati Historical Society, old
newspaper accounts, a rare copy of Symzonia that Andy Anderson is
taking care of and the weathered freestone shaft in the old graveyard
with the globe on top showing holes at the poles and concentric
spheres inside.
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